WHEN THE PRESSURE IS ON

Go with the Pro
HYPRO

Spray, spray, and spray again. Every lawn care professional knows spraying is vital to lush green turf and healthy plant beds. But your sprayer is only as good as the pump that powers it. So be sure you pick a pump you can depend on. A durable pump designed for reliable performance. A professional pump from Hypro.

Hypro pumps can handle it all—everything from water to fertilizer to herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides. In fact, we make dozens of pumps for hundreds of uses. Lightweight, multipurpose diaphragm pumps for all kinds of horticultural and agricultural applications. Low cost, low maintenance roller pumps for spraying and liquid transfer. Heavy-duty piston/plunger pumps for high pressure cleaning. Rugged, high-speed centrifugal pumps for suspensions, slurries, and abrasives.

We support our pumps with a complete line of accessories and the best testing, service, and technical back-up we can provide. For you, that means dependable, easy-to-maintain pumps that work. For us, that means satisfied customers and a reputation for reliability.

For more information about Hypro pumps and accessories, call 612/633-9300. Or write Hypro Division, Lear Siegler, Inc., 347 Fifth Avenue NW, St. Paul, MN 55112.
The PTA, Sports Field Managers, and You

For those who grew up playing stick ball on vacant lots, a request for funds to improve athletic fields may seem trivial. After all, pain is part of sports. The ability to withstand pain separates the men from the boys.

This macho myth is now being challenged and the value of sports fields is starting to be recognized.

People like me, who played high school and college sports on fields that could wreck a tank, resent the fact that our knees were shot for life at the age of 30.

We have kids beginning sports. We’d like to spare them the pain, the stitched-up knees, and the humiliation of worn out legs when they are middle-aged. We’d also like to spare ourselves the medical bills.

But, most of all, we’d like to see our kids reach their highest sports potential, something only possible on well-constructed, well-maintained fields rarely found today at schools and parks.

Two ways of reaching school and park decisionmakers are being tried. One way is through Parent Teachers Associations (PTAs) now being tried by an offshoot of the Lawn Institute headed by Eliot Roberts, (615) 277-3722. The second way is through managers of sports fields by the Sports Turf Managers Association headed by Kent Kurtz, (714) 598-4167.

There is a third way we should also try. I strongly urge everyone in the turf industries to find out more about their local fields and to make the contacts necessary to improve them. Sharing your expertise can actually save your child’s legs.

It is time for a three-pronged attack on dangerous local sports fields to succeed.

Old specs and carpet salesmen

When the need for sports field improvement is recognized and supported, two more challenges arise, outdated field construction specifications and carpet salesmen.

Ironically, landscape architects, whose job it is to keep track of construction techniques, often have outdated design specifications in their files. You’ll need the technical backing of the Sports Turf Managers Association to beat the old plans of architects.

Finally, carpet costs more and causes considerably more injuries than natural turf fields. This has been substantiated time and time again.

Bruce F. Shank, executive editor
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LESCO proudly introduces the newest addition to its growing line of turf maintenance equipment — the LESCO Fairway Mower.

Using only the finest American-made steel and advanced manufacturing, heat treating and plating processes, LESCO builds in the quality needed to provide years of dependable service. The LESCO Fairway Mower features simple bedknife-to-reel adjustment, heavy-duty welds and precision-hobbed ductile iron gears.

To best suit your needs, LESCO offers its new fairway unit with a five, six or ten-blade reel. The mowers can be grouped on a five, seven or nine-gang frame — all available from LESCO. And because LESCO manufactures and sells direct to the user, there are no distributors or middlemen to increase costs.

Outstanding quality and performance make this new mower perfect for use on golf course fairways; park and recreational land; corporate and industrial sites; sod fields and other large turfgrass areas. Ease of operation, simple maintenance and economical mowing are just three of the many benefits you will realize with the LESCO Fairway Mower.

For years of beautiful mowing and reliable operation, choose the new gang in town. It won’t let you down.

Our price is $895 for the six-blade unit . . . less wheels. Excellent pricing is also available on the five-blade and ten-blade models, the wheels and the frames. For more information about this newest piece of equipment from LESCO, we invite you to contact your LESCO salesman or give us a call toll free. When you call, ask for Jeff Mack. He’s our equipment product manager and can help answer any questions you might have.
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